
The Hidden Challenges of the Trinity ISE Exam
 by Claire Ryan (FL)

Preparing for ISE helps develops authentic communicative and transferable skills 
that are required for academic study and employability, such as synthesising 

information, participating in interactive discussions and presenting on topics of 
personal interest.
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Exam modules: 
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Challenge one:

Solution

The different text genres students are required to write in the 
Reading into Writing and Extended Writing

Getting familiar with genres

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oLL8KETMrO8HVJCEJ3zNz5tCWUI9f12UJSr_W2RCSx8/edit


 Articles engage readers from the opening and give descriptions with examples
If you struggle to remember things, the following suggestions are for you.  

Informal emails use colloquial language and contractions on personal topics
You have to get yourself one too. You’ll be sorry if you miss out.

Formal emails use formal vocabulary and avoid contractions on business topics
I’m afraid that have to insist on a refund in these circumstances. 

 Reviews use a variety of adjectives and adverbs and express your opinion
The main problem, in my experience, is that you can’t rely on this service.

 Reports make suggestions or recommendations based on factual information
Taking all these points into account, the best course of action is ...

Essays for; Description make interesting use of adjectives and adverbs
A well-made cake is a work of art that looks and tastes amazing

 Discussion give pros and cons and your justification of them
One good thing about this is … but you also have to consider

 Argument agreeing or disagreeing with the point of argument
This proposal is nonsense. It is both impractical and very costly.

NB: All types of writing 
need a title, except the 
emails (which need a 
greeting).

What is important in different types of writing for ISE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DLh-wcEDUhTqjM1CAsSNyZhsY7Z-255P/view?usp=sharing
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"Reading into writing" is the most challenging task as they need to reuse information 

from the texts and have to use a certain structure depending on what writing genre is 

expected.

Challenge two:

Solution: Getting familiar with genres

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oLL8KETMrO8HVJCEJ3zNz5tCWUI9f12UJSr_W2RCSx8/edit


Selecting the information

On Zoon, Using the annotation function to encourage learners to focus on particular 

details of the text. (Underline, circle, highlight) 
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ISE I - Multi-text (6)
Learning a language



Introducing Idea 1 Expanding Idea 2 Summarising 

Essay First of all

Review The aim of To sum up



Checklist 

✓ Type of genre
✓ Target audience 
✓ Format / Organisation
✓ Type of language 
✓ My selected information
✓ Plan 
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"Students find Task 2 Questions 26-30 quite hard to grasp. They need techniques and tips to do 

the task well. Explaining what it needs to be done is not enough.”

Challenge three:



Solution: 

(ISE II sample)
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Challenge four:

Solution

“One of the challenges for the teacher I believe, it is to show 
students how relevant it is for them to do the exam. Some 

students do not see the importance of it and do not take the 
preparation for it seriously or do not see the point of it.”

● Activities you do in real life (communication skills)
● Recognised by higher educational institutions.  
● Part of student induction 
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● Use the Trinity ISE exam resource 

● Be familiar with the genres

● Include reader, organisation, language type in preparation

● Strategies for question types

● Exam considerations 

Conclusions 

https://www.trinitycollege.com/qualifications/english-language/ISE/ISE-levels


Thanks for your attention and participation! 


